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FORWARD 
The "Recreation - Use Survey" which was given irt a selected 
number of State Parks this summer is an attempt to determine ''wh 1 t 's' 
happening·now" in our parks. As might be expected, the results ):' 
this survey will not be earthshattering nor will they be extremely. 
different fromfue results obtained from past surveys taken by t 
Division of Parks and Recreation. This _probably can be attributt~u 
to the fact that the parks themselves have not.changed much over 
the years. However, I do believe that park visitors are changin! 
and will be demanding mere facilities and services from our Stat~ 
Parks. Undoubtedly this will .necessitate some changes in the pa~~s 
system in order to keep up with this demand. Therefore, I have high 
hopes tbat the results from this survey will be accepted by all 
those involved with the administration and operation of Ohio's State 
Parks, and will be analyzed in terms of gearing their philosophiPs 
and actions to fit the needs of the future park visitors of Ohio. 
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INTRODUCTION 
DIVISION OF PARKS AND RECREATION: 
Currently directed by Jack Miller, was created in August 1949 
as one division of the new Department of Natural Resources. At that 
time, 46 of the present 62 park areas were transferred to the 
Division of Parks from other agencies under whose administration they 
were created. Since 1949, sixteen new areas have been added. 
SURVEY FORMAT AND PROCEDURE: 
This survey has been based on giving interviews to a random 
selection of park visitors by specific park personnel in a number 
of selected parks throughout the state. 
Of the 62 State Parks in Ohio, 19 were selected to be included 
in the survey. 
The survey questionaire sheet considted of 26 questions. Some 
of the questions were yes or no answers while others required a short 
answer. Each interview, conducted on a,person-to-~erson basis, 
lasted from between 10 to 15 minutes. ~j1e public reaction to being 
interviewed was good. · 
The days on which the survey was ta~en, were divided into both 
week-days and week-ends. The dates sel•~.:;ted did not fall on any 
holidays or special. events, but were rai-her selected as typical 
park-user days. Thus the emphasis has bE:~n shi"fted away from the ·holiday 
or "once a year" type park visitors and ~.lanted more towards the 
regular park use~. 
The dates upon which.the survey was administered were: 
Monday, July 31 
Tuesday, August 1,8, & 15 
Wednesday, August 2, 9, & 16 
Thursday, August 3, 10, & 17 
Friday, August 4, 11, & 18 
Saturday, August 5, 12, & 19 
Sunday, August 6, 13, & 20 
Week-end day interviews 
Week-day interviews 
Total Interviews 
854 (Saturday and Sunday) 
793 
1,647 
The ninteen parks included in the survey were randomly selected 
from similiar groupings based on park attendance and range of facilities. 
Each park was further broken down into specific areas which 
were to be randomly selected for the individual interviews. Like-
wise, a time schedule was established for each day the survey was to 
take place. 
The following is a list of the parks in which the survey was taken. 
Pymatuning 
Rocky Fork 
Grand Lake St. Mary's 
Salt Fork 
Delaware 
Punderson 
Buckeye Lake 
Mt. Gilead 
John Bryan 
Areas: 
Campground 
Picnic 
Fishing 
Swimming 
Hiking 
Lodge · 
Boating 
Unknown 
Total 
Wolf Run 
Hueston Woods 
Indian Lake 
East Harbor 
Hocking Hills 
Cowan Lake 
Adams Lake 
Lake White 
Findlay 
·Indepertdenc e Dam 
~~Peen~ ef Total Interviews: 
372 
343 
198 
.340 
96 
40 
230 
1~ 
All these random breakdowns were me \ie to assure that each park 
visitor had an equal possibility of being included in the survey. Yet, 
at the .same time, I was able to limit the number of inter.views and 
still get a valuab cross section of statewide public feelings on the 
survey questions. 
The following pages contain answers to all of the questions, as 
well as refer~nces to past surveys and my own personal interpretations. 
. . 
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1. Have you or do you p 1 an to stay in· the park overnight on this vis it? 
(Percent) 
Yes -
No -
1972 survey 
49 
51 
*Average overnight stay - 5 days 
COMMENT: 
Week-end 
49.3 
51.9 
Week-day 
48.7 
51.3 
Above I have separated the replies of the people interviewed on week-
ends (Saturday and Sunday) and week-days, in order to determine when the 
majority of the overnight use exists. As can be seen, there seems to be 
about a 50 - 50 split on both week-days and week-ends in relation to over-
night visitation. 
In addition this 50 - 50 split points jUt the strong influence of 
campers on all park areas, not just the camping area. (The fact is that 
only 23% of the interviews were taken in the camping area yet 49% of those 
interviewed indicated that they were stayf,q overnight. This, therefore, 
implies that 1 out of every 3 people using iay-use areas, such as fishing, 
swimming, etc, are actually.campers!) 
The average overnight visit was five days. This average includes only 
those visitors planning to stay overnight. 
2. What best descirbes the group of people ir your party? 
Type Group 1972 surve~ Campers Onl~ 
1. Family with children 58.5 65.0 
2. Group of friends 13.4 12.9 
3. Couple 13.0 11. 1 
4. 2 families with children 7.1 7.5 
5. One person only 5.3 1.6 
6. Organized group . ~2. 7 1.9 
/_.-•' 
COMMENT: 
Going to parks continues to occur almost entirely in social groups. 
They are essentially kinship groups and friendship groups. 
Families with children dominate the recreation picture. Campers are 
especially social predominately made up of family groups (65%), with only 
1~6% of the people camping alone. 
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3. Please indicate the main activity associated with your use of the park 
during th~ past year~lso please state the approximate number of times 
you did this activity during the past 12 months. 
4 • 
Rank Activit,l 1972 Survet 1970 Survet 1963 Survet 
l Camping 25.4 29.7 13.4 
2 Swirrming 23.9 19.7 21.5 
3 Fishing 16.4 3.4 10.6 
4 Picnicking 12.4 17.0 19.2 
5 Motor boating 8.5 5.6 8.3 
6 Just relaxing 3.9 
7 Trail-hiking 2.4 1.8 5.8 
8 Sightseeing 1.3 13.8 14.8 
9 Other 5.7 7.4 3.6 
COMMENT: 
Camping heads the list as the main reason people come to the parks. 
A recent study undertaken by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources 
showed that the number of campsites has increased 92 percent for state 
parks from 1956 to 1970. Likewise the number of cam~sites has increased 
in Ohio and should continue to grow in (·, ·der to meet the demand. 
Water-related activities make up twee of the next four activities, 
showing the importance of our water res~·Jrces to the overall recreation 
picture. Fishers and swimmers are frequF.:nt visitors to the park, visiting 
anywhere from 15 - 30 times per year. 
Picnick·ing shows a definite decrea-;E•. This perhaps can be attriouted 
to the increased number of people campb'J and also improved picnicking 
~quipment which allows people to have a picnic almost anywhere. 
Which 
. park? 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
activities do yo~ or your group plan to participate in while at this 
Activity 
Swirrming 
Fishing 
Picnicking 
Camping 
Motor boating 
Just plain relaxing 
Trail-hiking 
Nature observation 
Si ghtsee·i ng 
Water skiing 
Games or team sports 
Bicycling 
Row boating 
Sailing 
Canoeing 
Sunbathing 
1972 Survey 
23.4% 
14.9% 
13 .. 3% 
11 . (J% 
8.3% 
7.4% 
6.0% 
2.1% 
2.0% 
1.8% 
1.8% 
1.6% 
.9% 
.8% 
;8% 
.8% 
(Question #4 continued) 
COMMENT: 
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On this question the visitor was asked to name all the activities 
they planned to participate in while on this visit. The. idea was to 
determine the park areas receiving the greatest overall use. 
Swimming and fishing areas received the greatest use followed by 
picnicking. These are short term activities and overlap a great deal 
onto each other, as can be seen by the previous question, in which camping 
was listed as the largest main activity given. 
Just plain relaxing was given by 7.4% of those interviewed. 
5. What is the age of the head of your party and how many people are in your 
group? 
Average age 
Average number 
in group 
COMMENT: 
1972 survey 
39.3 
4.3 
1963 survey 
(not included) 
4.2 
Campers 
36.9 ··~ 
4.4 
The ·1\ erage group consists of slightly more than four people ,usually 
a family o;: two adults and 2 - 3 children. The largest percentage of those 
interviewed. fell between 32 and 43 years of age with the average being 
39.3. People rang·ing in age from 11-79 were included in the survey. The 
younger m(;;~bers(those under 18) probably interviewed in the pool or swimming 
areas. 
It seems that the number in each group is slowly increasing. The 
average number has increased from 4.0 on the 1958 survey to 4.2 on the 
1963 survey and finally to 4.3 for the 1972 survey. 
6. Approximately what is the income of the 11 head of your family 11 ? (optional) 
Amount 
0 - 4,999 
5,000- 7,999 
8,000 - 9,999 
10,000 - 12,999 
13,000 - 15,999 
16,000 - 19,999 
20,000 - over 
1972 survey 
5% 
16% 
27% 
33% 
11% 
5% 
3% 
1972 Average- $10,056 (overall) 
Average Campers - $10,131 
1970 survey 
9.5% 
19.0% 
17.9% 
25.6% 
f9.0; 
1963 survey 
31% 
46% 
12% 
I 9% 
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(Question #6 continued) 
COMMENT: 
Among other things this question reveals the effects of inflation on 
all walks of our society. The average income for an. Ohio park user in 
1958 was $5,875. Today the average income is $10,056. · 
I 
11 It is probable that the lower income groups are sifted out at the local 
level, using the city and metropolitan parks, while the higher income groups 
travel the longer distances to the state parks." This statement, taken from 
the 1963 survey, does not appear to be as limiting a factor as it once was. 
-Increased avera 11 consumer buying power and ease of trave 1 have contributed 
to much of the increases·in attendance which the parks are experiencing. 
Park visitors are now coming from all income levels, especially the 
middle income levels. Only 3.2% of those interviewed listed money as the 
limiting factor for their park visits on a later question. 
7. What is the total number of years of education completed by the "head of 
your family 11 ? 
Years of Erucation 
1 - 11 
12 
13 - 15. 
16 
17 or mort 
Average - 12.7 
' ---
COMMENT: 
1972 survey 
16% 
44% 
17% 
14% 
9% 
Campers Only 
Average - 12.6 
The largest percentage of those surveyed indicated they had 12 years 
of educatirn (graduated from high school). Other large groups fell around 
14 years, which encompasses the 2 year technical college graduates and those" 
students d~opping out of 4 year colleges; and 16 years which includes 4 year 
college g!aduates. 
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"' 8. What is the occupation of the 11head of )'OUr family?" 
9. 
1972 Survey 
1. Mechanics (of.any kind) 
2. Businessman (excutive or other} 
3. Construction worker or laborer 
4. Salesman 
5. Engineer 
6. Teacher 
7. Farmer 
8. Po 1 ice or Securi ty work 
·9. Accountant 
10. Other 
COMMENT: 
Percf;nt 
24.2 
20.8 
12.3 
10.6 
9.7 
7.6 
5.5 
4.6 
4.6 
11.1 
.The parks seem to be made up of a mixture of both white and blue collar 
workers. Perhaps a more specific answer to this question could have been 
achieved if a larger, more exact list of occupations had been available. 
However, the above breakdown does reinforce the idea that park v1sitors 
are.coming from all "walks" of society. Future park programs should keep 
this diversification in mind. 
What is your present home residence? (country state) 
Geogra~hical Sources of Park Visitors 
Sources Number Re~lies Percent 
Ohio 1463 89.7% 
Other states 164 10.0% 
Other countries 3 .3% 
Other States best reeresented % of Total Interviews 
1. Pennsylvania 2.5 
2. Indiana 1.4 
3. West Virginia 1.2 
4. Kentucky 1.0 
5. Michigan 0.8 
6. Other 3.1 
COMMENT: 
Also ninety percent of those interviewed indicated they were residents 
of Ohio. Only about 10% of the visitors were from out of state. Conversely, 
a survey taken in West Virginia showed 57% of their park visitors coming 
from outside the state, w1th 19% of that figure coming from Ohio. Perhaps 
some sort of publication or other advertisement could be used to bring in 
more out-of-state revenue, especially in some of the scenic and lightly used 
parks in the southern part of the state. Indian Lake, East Harbor, and some 
of the other parks having outstanding facilities had the most statewide 
attraction. 
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FINDLEY 
MT. GILEAD 
INDIAN LAKE 
BUCKEYE LAKE 
of 
state *24 
- 7 
9 
state *1 
COWAN LAKE ROCKY FORK 
state *5 state *19 
DELAWARE WOLF RUN 
8 -
2 
state *13 state *10 
LAKE WHITE JOHN BRYAN 
state *3 
INDEPENDENCE DAM HUESTON WOODS 
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state *1 state *12 
ADAMS LAKE PUNDERSON 
state *20 
PYMATUNING 
---
GRAND LAKE ST. MARY'S 
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state *8 
HOCKING HILLS EAST HARBOR 
state *10 
SALT FORK 
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(IO) How long have you been visiting Ohio State Parks? (months) 
Years 
Less than 1 
1-2 
3-5 
6 or more 
1972 Survey 
llo/o . 
15% 
22% 
52% 
1963 Survey 
(Not included) 
17% 
32% 
Sl% 
Campers only - 8.1 years average 
Comment: 
74% of those interviewed have been visiting Ohio State Parks for three years 
or more. This seems to indicate that the large majority of the visitors find the State 
Parks to be very satisfying and once they make a few visits they keep coming back 
year after year. Among campers this idea is especially prevelant. 
The 1963 survey was not broken down into months and therefore did not have 
a designation for less than one year. The 11% of "less than one year" visitors can 
perhaps be accredited to the in creasing numbers uf young people coming from the 
universities, etc., to spend their week- ends cani?ing and just plain relaxing in 
the park. Illinois for example, which maintains vnuth camping areas, has recorded 
a 14% increase in these areas from 1970 to 1971. .11 has been my experience to observe 
among young people an increasing desire to llget t·ack to nature". Incidently, 15% 
of those interviewed fell between 19 and 26 years of age. 
(11) Approximately how often have you visited th•.: various park systems in the 
past J;ear? 
1. State 
2. City 
3. Private 
4. National 
5. County 
Comment: 
1972 Survey (percent) 
*Often 
53.5 
15. 3 
8.7 
4.2 
5.1 
1. Often 
2. Occassionally 
3. Rarely 
4. Never 
Occassionally Rarely Never 
31. 0 15. 5 0 
19. 2 15.3 50·. 2 
·.12. 4 15.6 63.3 
__.,-· 10. 7 13.7 71.4 
5.9 6.2 82.8 
Visitor Frequency 
6 or more visits per year 
3 - 5 visits per year 
1 - 2 visits per year 
0 visits per year 
The above figures help reinforce question # 10 showing that the majority of the 
State Park users are year - to - year visitors and make numberous visits to the park 
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each year. 
State Parks are followed by City, Private, National and County Parks in that 
order of visitation frequency. Campers said they made use of Private Parks 
slightly more often than City, National or County Parks. 
Some problems arose on this question due to the fact that many people do 
not properly designate between different park systems. However, the interviewers 
did their best ot clear up these problems and the answers can be considered to be 
accurate. 
(12) What made you choose a State Park rather than another park system? 
(percent) 
Reason 1972 Survey Campers 
1. Better facilities 39.8 38 
2. More organized and well run 11. 2 17 
3. Less expensive 9.5 10 
4. More scenic and beautiful 8.6 8 
5. Get out of the city 5.8 5 
6. Nicer people (employees) 4.1 5 
7. other 21.0 17 
Comment: 
Better facilities and a more efficient organization make up 50 o/o of the 
answers to this question. The majority of these people were most impressed with 
the neat, litter-free, up-to-date facilities in the parks. This is especially true 
among the out-of- state visitors. 
The rrotherrr category is made up largely of those people coming to the pc::·k 
because it was more convenient, rather than because it was of better quality. 
~ 
Organization of the campgrounds-was mentioned quite favorably by camp<~ ::s. 
(13) Do you feel that the parks and their laws are properly policied and enforced? 
Comment: 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
1972 Survey 
91. So/o 
7. 5o/o 
1. Oo/o 
Campers 
92. So/o 
7. 2o/o 
• 3o/o 
"Z5% of the people answered no to this question. These people felt in most 
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'cases, that the park officers were being too strict in their enforcement.':' 
"I am beginning to suspect that. from a law enforcement standpoint, that most 
law enforcement is carried out in all parks not by ~e park officers but by the 
groups themselves." Afterall it must be assumed that the people coming to the 
park are desiring to relax and enjoy themselves. Therefore, I believe that · 
proper vigilance should be made by park officers, but not to the point of 
harassment or over-enforcement of the law. 
>'o< Dr. Neil Creek- Research Sociologist National Park Service 
(14) How do you feel about allowing recreational vehicles 
snowmobiles) near occupied areas? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Strongly Approve 
Approve 
Undecided 
Opposed 
Strongly .Opposed 
Comment 
(Percent) 
1972 Survey 
6.4 
20.7 
14.3 
31. 0 
27.6 
(motor bikes and 
Campers Only 
8 
21 
12 
30 
29 
When asked about recreational vehicles, many people did not know wh<.~ was 
meant by noccupied areasn. They were generally opposed to them near cam}ing 
areas; etc., but were undecided or approved of them in areas set aside for .:s .1ch 
vehicles. 
Each park was looked at in terms of their individual - responses. Sorne 
parks were in favor of the idea while the majority were strongly against it. Ea·st 
Harbor, Punderson, and Lake White expressed approval while Delaware, C<. van 
Lake and others were strongly opposed to the idea. 
Perhaps efforts should be made to set aside an area in the park exclusively 
for the operation of recreational vehicles, particularly in those parks showirg a 
favorable response to the above question. 
(15) How vo uld you rate the prices charged in state park areas? (concessiorl 
area only) 
1. Alright 
2. Too high 
3. Too low 
4. no answer 
Comment: 
Overall 
71. 0 
11. 2 
3.3 
14.9 
Campers 
75.3 
10.5 
3.9 
10. 3 
The results to this question are a bit surpnsmg considering that a good deal 
of fuss was made earlier this summer about the prices at some of the state con-
cession areas. However, I. think this shows that a small number of people are 
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making a large amount of noise. 
Through the.efforts of Joe Houston and his staff, prices have been cut in many 
areas and by maintaining close supervision over the concessionaires, the prices 
should remain favorable to the public. 
I am of the opinion that the state should attempt to operate and maintain 
concession areas whenever it is feasibly possible. 
(16) In what way do you think Ohio State Parks should be financed? 
Method 1972 Survey 1970 Survey Campers 
1. State taxes 51. 5 38.3 44.4 
2. Daily Admission 28.7 28.5 36.3 
3. Yearly sticker 13.1 12.7 12.1 
4. Increase prices on 6.7 (not included) 7.2 
special facilities 
5. Facility use fee (not included) 8.9 (not included) 
Comment: 
Many of the people surveyed felt that the rarks should be financied by a 
combination of the responses offered rather than only one. They choose state 
taxes mostly because they felt that the majority ·'>f the funds should come from 
state taxes. 
Quite a few problems present themselves '"nen the idea of an entrance fee is 
considered, however., many states presently employ entrance charge~ for their 
state parks and the idea should be further explored. 
Out-of-state visitors often come to Olio pC\.t'ks, which border their states, 
because they have no entrance charges. Pymatuning, for example, receives heavy 
use by people from Pennsylvania, who would have to pay entrance charges in their 
own state parks. Perhaps an entrance charge f•>r out-of-state visitors should 
also be considered. 
(17) Would you like to see more organized activi';ies (games, tours, etc.) in 
the parks? *If 'so, what major activity would you like to see initiated? 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
1972 Survey 
47.7 
47.7 
4.6 
Campers 
55.7 
42.1 
2.2 
15 -
*Activities 
1. game or team sports 
2. guided tours and hikes 
3. horseback riding 
4. canoeing, sailing, boating 
5. nature centers 
6. bicycling 
7. other 
8. no designation 
Comment: 
Percent Re:ely 
·27. 4 
25.7 
8.3 
6.1 
3.3 
1.5 
ll. 3 
6.3 
Campers seem especially interested in having more organized activities in the 
park. I think each park manager, in cooperation with the recreation specialist, 
should attempt to develop programs and activities which would help to attract more 
visitors to the park, especially on week-days. 
. Some activities which have been suggested include; group bicycle trips through 
the park, boating and sailing contests, summer music concerts, guided park tours, 
group canoeing tri:os, softball and volleyball areas, hayrides, square dances, evening 
movies or live drama shows and many others. 
(18) What reasons~ if any, now prevent you from using the state parks as often 
as you might like? 
Reasons 
1. Lack of time 
2_. too far 
3. too crowded 
4. lack of money 
5. not interested in attending 
more :Often 
6. no answer 
Comment: 
1972 Survey 
57.5 
7.9 
5.5 
3.2 
16. 3 
9.7 
Campers 
59.6 
6.3 
10.1 
2.2 
13. 7 
8.1 
Despite claims that there is an abundance of free time available to the public 
today, 57. 5% of those surveyed listed lack of time as the main reason for their not 1 
coming to the park more often. 
10.1% of the campers interviewed indicated that overcrowded conditions limited 
their number of visits. Question 19 on the following page indicates that 38% of the 
campers surveyed wanted more Class A campsites. 
Campsite usage continues to increase from state to state. Illinois, for instance, 
has experienced an increase of 10.6 in camper days from 1970 to 1971. 
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Considering the enormous· effect of campers o~ this survey,· I would rec-
ommend setting Class A campground expansion and improvements as my number 
one priority for the immediate future. · · · 
16. 3o/o of those surveyed indicated that they were not .interested in attending 
the park more often. 
(19) What facilities or areas would you like to see more of? 
(percent) 
Facility 
1. Class A campgrounds 
2. beach areas 
3. boat docks & marinas 
4. shelter houses o·r picnic 
5. trails 
6. pl:ayground areas & equipment 
7. primitive. campgrounds 
8. cabins 
9. * other 
10. no answer 
1972 Survey 
22.0 
15. 9 
10. 5 
10. 0 
6.2 
6.0 
4.9 
3.8 
6.0 
14. 0 
Campers 
38 
14 
8 
5 
6 
11 
18 
* Parking space and sanitary areas were given most heavily in the other catq~ory. 
Comment: 
The areas in which increases were most often requested runs parallel vdl:h 
the activities that are receiving the most use. More campsites, beaches, bo.tting 
facilities and shelter houses were. given in that order. 
Additional cabins and lodges were requested by less than 5o/o of the people 
surveyed . 
(20) Do you feel the state parks are overcrowded? 
Yes 
No 
Undecided 
Comment: 
1972 Survey 
44.5 
53. 0 
2.5 
Week-end 
47.5 
49.7 
2.8 
Week-day 
41. 5 
56.6 
1.9 
46.8 
52. 2. 
1.0 
53% of those surveyed felt that the parks were not overcrowded. However, 
many of the people felt the parks were overcrowded on week-ends and especially 
holidays. Most of the people answering this question indicated they did not feel 
the parks were being ?Verused during the week-days. 
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It seems increased efforts should be made to bring people to the 
parks during the week-days. Campers should be made aware of the tre-
mendous opportunities open to them to spend their vacations in the state 
parks, with the understanding that the best time to secure a campsite 
is on a week-day. 
Perhaps some type of radio broadcast, giving the estimates of the 
crowds in some of the larger state parks, could be given to help reduce 
some of the congestion that occurs on holidays and certain week-ends 
during the summer. (Similar to traffic reports) 
(21) Do you know roughly how many state parks there are in Ohio? *How many? 
1972 Survey 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
*How many 
1 - 19 
20 - 39 
40 - 49 
50 - 69 
70 - 99 
No answer 
COMMENT: 
26.7 (1/2 of this number.answered incorrectly) 
71.9 
1.4 
Yes 
10.0 
24.4 
7.1 
47.8 
10.7 
750 (mostly tho 
question) 
No 
9.6 
33.2 
9.4 
27.3 
20.5 
answering 11 n0 11 to the above 
This question serves to illustrate the need for educating the people 
in Ohio about the tremendous amount of recreational faciliti.es available 
to them throughout the Ohio State Park System. 
A large number of people leave Oh~o each year to camp, boat, etc., 
in other parks in the U. S. West Virg·inia, for instance, recorded 19% 
of their total park attendance coming from Ohio in a recent survey taken. 
Perhaps by educating the people cf Ohio to the opportunities available 
to them in this state a larger number of people would decide to spend 
their vacations camping and fishing in IJhio. Also the public might be 
more willing to help finance the parks if they knew the tremendous size 
of the state park system. 
One suggestion would be to hire a person with a knowledge of the 
Ohio State Park System and an ability to give lectures and slide shows, 
to travel throughout the state speaking to various school systems. His 
goal would be to develop in these young people a knowledge of the many 
opportunities for recreation throughout the state during the entire year. 
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(22) If you are staying in the park overnight what type of equipment are 
you usi~g? 
1. Trailer 
2. Tent 
3. Pickup Camper 
4. Motor Home 
5. Cabin 
6. Lodge Room 
7. Mini-motor Home 
8. Other 
9. No Answer 
COMMENT: 
1972 Survey 
36.0 
34.4 
9.6 
4.6 
4.1 
2.6 
2. 1 
1.6 
5.1 . 
(Percent) 
Campers 
43 
34 
9 
3 
1 
5 
5 
The tw.o main types of overnight equipment given by over 70% of the 
people were either tents or trailers. 
However, the rise in the use of t:--ailered shelters (including tent 
trailers) appears to be establishing a dominant pattern for the future. 
These vehicles offer con vi ences given l1y pickup campers and motor homes, 
with more mobility, and are easier to·Jiet up on the campsite than a tent. 
This can perhaps be the reason so few primative campsites were requested. 
Trailer campers are more interested in the more developed campsites. 
. ' . 
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SUMMARY 
For what they are worth, my own interpretations of the results for 
this survey have been given. It should be accepted that some of the per-
centages shown are not absolutely accurate. Certain weaknesses are apparent 
in any survey taken and therefore proper analysis of the procedure and 
results is critical. 
Every effort has been made on this survey to make it as random as 
possible in order to override any weakness inherent in the survey method, 
the most important single objective being to get a true reading of the public's 
feelings. Therefore, my comments have been added to help the reader interpret 
some of the data in light of other research done and to make some constructive 
criticisms. · 
Again I want to explain that the proc,~dure for this survey differs 
from that of past surveys taken by this department because it was administered 
directly to the park visitor by specific park employees. The visitor was 
not given a check list, which might influence his decision, but was rather 
asked questions and requested to give the r ~~~ly whi.ch first came to his head. 
The idea was to eliminate people from check~ng off everything that 11 Sounded 
good 11 • (Question #3 concerning sightseeing is a good example) Also, the 
surv~y itself was broken down into each different park area (on a random 
basis for each area) so that all of the different park area users were included 
in the survey. The idea here was to include those people who do not usually 
complete a fill-it-out-yourself type survey sheet (such as fishermen and 
boaters). Again checking Question #3 you w·ill see that fishermen show up 
much more proportionately to their actual park visitor rates. Therefore, 
some changes in percentages from this survey, as compared to those of past 
surveys, can be attributed to these two fctt;V'lrs. 
. . 
After reflecting on this su-rvey, I c;;.:1not he 1 p recognizing the impor-
tance of campers to the overall parR picture and also the need for making 
better use of·the parks on week-days and during the off-season. The park 
visitor appears to be branching out in his desires for different services 
and perhaps the parks may one day be made up of a large number of different 
areas, in which people of various backgrounds and desires can come to find 
recreation. It appears that management of our State Park Areas will become 
an increasingly complex job in the future, if we are to meet the demands 
of the public. 
In conclusion, I would like to give special thanks to all the people 
who assisted me on this project, especially Judy Zimmer, Ray Bensel (who helped 
on the survey tabulations) and the individual interviewers. 
Ohio D~partment of Natural .tlesources Date Weather Recorders Initial 
R£CRE.c-\.TION USE SURV.J<:'.¥-··- 1 2 3 
Month Day 
1. Have you or do yolil plan to stay in the park overnight on thi& visit? 
"· 
' . h t b ~.' w a est d e:::cr1 es th e grO\lp o f 1 t ? peop. e tn your par~y 
J. Haw long are you planning on stayir._g at the park on this visit? Day_s 
-
./f 
L ,:. ~~ hicb activities do you or iour src up plan to participate in while at this park? 
Week 
day 
4 
Week Park 
end 
5 0 1 
* 
13 
~-?ow much time did you spend traveling to this ·park? {break down into hours - not including 
81 Time 8 Interval 
114 -~ 15 16 117 f 18 19 
stopover time) 
BE 
6. Approximately how many miles havt you traveled to get to th;" 1.14 ·-.2.!. - H:ILES (hcref'Y•·~r1ts Cl1 ten - must main destination 
--· 
-7 ·'· .. ..,. ~vhat is ·the ase of 'the "hea:i of your party" and how many people are in your group? (years) (No . of people) 
29-30 . 31 . 32 
3. .Approximately what· is the income of the "head of your family''? (optional) \ .. 
\ 
l· \What ~s the total -number of ~ears cf education completed by the ''head of ~ur family"? 
_!0.>:' What is the occupation of the "heac of your family"? 
'* 
41 42 143 44 45 11 •.• What is your present home resideJ,ce? city county state t "'t" 
( 41-44) (45-47) (48-49) 
IL * How long have you been visiting ( hio State Parks? (breakdown into months) 
. 
13 .•. ~~: Approximately how often have you visited the various park s stems in the past ear? riva:te 
- ( 53 .. 1.) 
county, state national 
(55) (56) (57) 
, 
19 
I 
I 
lO 
* 
~l j12 
I 
i 
~0 21 22 23 
23 24 25 
26 27 28 
* 
~9 30 31 
33 34 ~5 36 
37 38 
11- 39 40 
46 47 4S 49 
so 51 52 
* 
'. 
58 
* 4. * What made you chooce a Stl.te Park rather than another park system? 
----------------------~----~~~~----------------------~----------------------~-----+-------------
15. h Pleate indicate t e main a chvit~ associated wit h your h use of t e park during the past year. Also please stai e the approx. no. of times 
I 59* 60* 161 62 
x:ou did thit actiVitr during the past 12 months. activitr(59-60) no. of times(61-62) 1 I 
\ 63 
16. Do you feel that the parks and their laws are properly poli:.ced and enforced? \ . I b4 
' I I 
do you feel about alloNing recreational vehicles (mot,or bikes ' 17. How and snowmobiles) near occupied \reas ? 
' 
1.) Strongly approve 2.) aEprove 3.) undecided 4.) opposed 5. ) strongly opposed . I I 
. 
·1 ::· i 65 18.* H~w~Wy~ rdeilieprkes c~r..lg~e_d __ i_n __ .s-~_te~p~a_r_k_a __ r_ea __ s_? _____________________ ~l-----------------~~~~~-------
- . : 66 
\ i 
19. In '\\hat way do you think Ohio State Parks should be financied? 1.) STATE TAXES 2. )DAILY ADMISSION PRICE , 
#.) ~NNtJA~ ADMISSIO~ PRICE(YEARLY STICKERi 4.) INCREASE PRICES ON SPECIAL FAClLITIES(campgrounas,lodge, etc.) 
\\ . j67 I 
l . I Wou d you like to t.ee more arganized activities (games, tours, etc.) in the parks? 20. 
•.. 
168 69 •r 
' i 
I 
):c ; 70 
I 
4L o:· lf so, what major activity Wt..lld yc u like to see initiated? 
f 
21~; ,;, 1What recr:;ons, if any, now prevent you from using the state parks as often as you might like? 
71 I \V hat faciJitie s or a rea: would rou ...:l.;;.ik;;.;..e-=--t.:...o:......;s=--e=--e:::.......:m;,:.:.,:o;..;r...:e:......;o...;;.· f..;.? ______________________________________________ +---+---------:~3. 
} 
_2,_4..:... --~Lt_;o~y_;o_;u.:........;/...;;.e...;;.e~l-t;;.;;h.;;.:e;;.......;£;..;t..;..a...;;.t.::..e_p~a.;....;:;.rk;;.;;...;.;~a.;;.r.;;.e_..;..o..;.v.e.:..;;.r...;;.c..:.r..:..o..:..w;..;d.;;.:e:...d.;;.:?;__ __ ....~-____ ~.. ,---· 
How man:? (7 4-7 5) 
:72 
173 174 rs i is. , \ Do you know roughly how many t.tate parks there are \n Ohio? (73) 
-J6. * If you !are staying in the park ovErnight w~t t e of k<;uipment are ou using? * ! 76 
77 
( 2,·4,7, 10, 11;12, 1: f 14, 16,18, 21, 22, 26. '> 
I 
Refef to other sheet * Area Surv~yed 
I 
. i 
" 
INSTRUCTIONS . (;f+ ~tu.:;t;'AiJ . . tD.'"t.-tttif) 
li. & 
1. Each sample area should be surveyed from ~ 22 hours ( 2 hrs. each 
weekday and 2-3 hours twice on Saturday and Sunday) during the sample 
week. The house selected for the survey are based on a partition of the 
sample week into two hour intervals. 
TIME 
Hours: Interval No. Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
10-12:00 1 4th. I 
12- 2:00 2 
2- 4:00 3. 2nd. 
4- 6:00 4 3rd. 
6- 8:00 ~ lst. 
a. ) randomly select area for each day 
b. ) take 10 interviews during the 2 hour period 
c.) don''t sample a-ny area twice unless there are no others left 
TIME 
Hours: Interval No. Saturday Sunday 
8-10:00 1 A 
10-12:00 2 B•-3~ 
12- 2:00 3 @] 
2- 4:00 4 A 
4-6:00 5 B ~<~fov. 
6- 8:00 6 EJ 
a.) Rando mly select 2 diffel:ent:,- areas .for ·each time interval. 
(use aU areas at least once) .-
b.) Smaller parks - 2 hour intervals (10 interviews) 
Larger parks - 3 hours intervals ( 15 interviews) 
(example: 11:30 - 2:30) 
5th. 
2. The particular dates '>elected should have normal conditions prevailing for 
the week being sampled; L. e., weather, water le:vel, available activities, etc. 
No holidays or special events should be taking place at the park or in the 
vicinity, such as boat races, fishing season opernings, rodeos, fairs, etc., 
which might ten<:I to draw abnormally large crowds or bias the normal 
activity type at the particular park. 
'Ins~ructions 
page two 
3. T=he survey questionnaire - when more than one column is provided for 
an entry, a single digit entry should be proceeded by a zero. 
(For example: an entry of 3 days into a double column 
would appear as 11 02 11 • ) 
All entries should be made with a hard pencil. Colored pencils or 
pen should not be used. 
a.) Date - show numbers for day and month 
* Example: June (6), 2lst(21) 
b. ) Park - number assigned to that park ( 1 - 21) 
(Park numbers are given at the bottom of page) 
c.) Areas - specific location to be surveyed 
all that 
~pply 
-1. campground area 
.-2. pi•:knicking area 
fishing area 
~ 4. 
5. 
6. 
swimming area 
hi!dng area 
lodge area 
Randomly select for 
each time interval 
bc.a ting area 
-
d.) Weather .. fair, rainy, cloudy, clear, etc. 
e. ) Unusual c ~ ·:cumstances - if there are any unusual or specific circum-
stances €...-:.countered during the survey, make note of them on the back 
of the pa; :'! for the time period during which they occur. {Also any 
special comments the person makes should be placed on the back of _the 
page.) 
4. Size of the su:vey -
1050 
280 
840 
2,170 
(50 interviews (per /park/week-days) ) - 21 Parks 
(40 intPrviews (per/small park/week-end) ) - 7 Parks 
(60 inte:t·views (per /large park/weekend) ) - 14 Parks 
(total interviews) ., 
5. Parks to be surveyed (randomly ·selected from similar groupings) 
{Park Number) 
1. Pymatuning 11. Cowan Lake 
2. Hueston Woods 12. Punderson 
3. Mosquito 13. Adams Lake ':' 
4. Rocky Fork 14. Buckeye Lake ':' 
5. Indian Lake 15. .Abry JaAe Thurston >!< 
6. Grand Lake St. Marys 16. Lake White ':' 
7. East Harbor 17. Mt. Gilead >:< 
18. Findley 
19. John Bryan 
8. Delaware 
~ 9. Hocking Hills 
10. Salt Fork 20. Independence Dam ':< 
Zl. 
Instructions 
page three 
>!< on previous page - Smaller parks - survey time intervals on week- ends 
only two hours. 
6. Reference sheets - are needed for questions (2, 4,10,11,13, 15, 14, 18,, 21, 22, 26) 
these questions are to be fill.ed in after you have finished taking the inter-
views for that day. Put answer received during the interview at the end 
of each question. After the survey has been completed for that particular 
day, compare the answer received during the interviews with those on the 
reference sheets and fill in: the blocks on the right hand side of the survey 
, sheet. (Put the number that best compares to those on the reference sheet. ) 
* Example: If for number 10 on the survey questionnaire the person replys 
his occupation is as a brain surgeon, then you look to -the reference sheet 
(after the survey has been taken)- and find that number ll best compares 
with his answer (doctor), you then insert #ll into the blocks on the right. 
For all other questions you should immediately convert your answers into 
the blocks on the right. (If the answer calls for a Yes put 1, for a No 
put 2. ) 
7. The survey· form, once completed, is then to be transferred to the main 
data sheet. (Twenty interviews may be put ~n each sheet. ) 
8. Sort out all sp;cial comments given, which should be on the back page of 
the survey form, and try to give a page summary of them. 
9. News Release will be made. 
. . 
/0, ,£~ ~- ~1/31 
. ,.9-:t-4 - ·~ (, 
/ 
{711~) 
(~J 
• 
(Cabins) 
(Lodges) 
(No Camping) 
(High Attendancef 
(No Lodge) 
• 
PARKS TO BE SURVEYED 
Tbp Ten (attendance) 
1. Pyn:a tuning 
2. Hueston Woods 
3. .ilij€)6Eftti'6e 
4. Rocky Fork 
5. Indian lake 
6. Grand lakes St. Mary's 
1. East Harbor 
8. Delaware 
9. Hocking Hills 
10. Salt Fork 
";,; 
..,1• 
}1. 
(_~ 
. 't. 
7. 
" I • 
~· 
4. 
s:· 
..1• 
6. 
7. 
r 
u. 
9. 
1@. 
11. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
~ ~ 
7 •. 
8. 
Cowan lake 
Dillon 
Burr Oak 
Gep.eva 
Punderson 
lake Hope 
Mohican 
Pike lake 
Adams lake 
Buckeye lake 
Catawba 
Crane Creek 
lake Logan 
Madison lake 
M. J. Thurston 
Muskingum River Parkway 
Nelson Kennedy Ledges 
Headlands Beach 
Portage lakes 
lake Loramie 
West Branhh 
Stone lick 
Guilford lake 
Findley 
John Bryan 
Strouds Run 
lakeAJma. 
(1,097,357) 
(581,081) 
(Med. Attendance) 1. Portsmouth 
• 
Size ® Independence Dam 3. Beaver Creek 
4. Kiser lake 
@ 5. Jefferson lake <[') Wolf Run 
7. A. W. Marion 
8. Blue Rock 
9. Forked Run 
(Low Attendance) 1. Harrison lake 
II Size 2. Barkcamp 
<f. lake White Van Buren (.i\ 
5. -.....:;,,_/ Tar Hollow 
6. Kelley's Island 
<f) Mount Gilead 
8. Scioto Trail 
9 . South Bass 
• 
·< JCI-J,'l J. Gl V.ICAtll WILLIAM U. tJV~ 
OIRl!CTOii CO\/ EF. i • .):l 
FOR ]}1-iBDIATE RELEASE 
OHIO OE?ARTMENTS [;'JILDI.\IG 
COLUMBUS 43.?.15 
July 25' 1972 
Visitors to 2~ state parks from July 31 to August 6 may be interviewed 
as part of a park usage survey to be cor"iucted by the Department of Natural 
Resources. 
"vie want to find out what facilities attract people to the parks, where 
they come f:cm, generally what income bracket· they're in, how long they stay 
in the parks and other pertinent information," said Willism B. Uye, li.a.tural 
Resources director. 
"We will use the results of this survey to plan f_uture :facilities, and 
po~sibly to plan ~hanges in present park operations. We can't meet the 
4 
needs of our pat k users until we knmr something about them and their wishes." 
Nye emphasized that the survey questions are entirely voluntary, and 
anyone who feels r.hey constitute an invasion of privacy does not have to 
answer them. 
Adams Lake state parks. W c L F 
####### 
nr: 219 
FO<ta:::.TP..V J\NO RE<.:L.AMAT!ON • G!!OLOOICA1- SURV~Y 
• 
Contact: Bruce ~arrick 
Pu·olic Infornaticn 
( 61!~) 469-"3c08 
LANOS .1\Ni:l 5CIL • 
WI LOLli";;: 
I 
. ·\ I 
\ \ 
JOHN'·~. GILLIGAN 
GOVERNOR 
WILLIAM B. NYE 
DIRECTOR 
STATE OF OHIO 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
DIVISION OF WATER 
July 12, 1972 
815 OHIO DEPARTMENTS BUILDING 
COLUMBUS 43215 
PHONE (614) 469·.2646 
Parks included in the Survey 
l. Mount ·Gilead (small park- 419-946-1961) 
(a) Interviewer - Glen Franklin (Manager) will also be assisted 
by one of his park rangers (college student); his secretary will 
. be doing the tabulations. 
(b) May not be able to get 10 interviews at all the required areas. 
(c) No swimming or lodge area. 
2: Delaware (614-369-2761) 
(a) Interviewer- Reginald Langford (Assistant Manager). He p";;ns 
to take theweek off in order to concentrate on the survey. · 
(b) No lodge or cabin areas. 
July 13, 1972 
3. Hocking Hills (514-385-5049) {a} Interviewer- Pat Self (Assistant Manager). The survey wi··; be 
given by one or more of his rangers. 0::.~~ GB~ 
(b) No swimming, boating or fishing areas. 
(c) Suggestion - signs for lodge and cabins. 
4. Buckeye Lake (614-467-4191) 
{a) Interviewer - Paul Detwiler (Assistant Manager) 
(b) No hiking, camping, or.: lodge. 
Julyl7,1972 /, .. · 
5. Cowan Lake (513-289-2107) {a) Interviewer - Lloyd Crabbe (Assistant Manager) 
{b) No lodge area. 
July 18, 1972 
6. John Bryan (513-767-1274) {a) Interviewer - Ray Aubin (Assistant Manager) 
(b) Judy Zimmer will take the week-end interviews. 
(c) No lodge or boating areas. 
-. 
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(d) Suggestions - Coke machines or f~od machines near the swimming 
pool; fine to be levied near the gorge; more patrolmen necessary to 
handle youths. 
7. Rocky Fork (513-393-4284) 
(a) Intervfewer- Bob Rooney (Assistant Manager). The survey will 
be taken by three rangers (Ken, Tom, and Bill). 
(b) No lodge. 
(c) Suggestions - 15 acre woods ($20,000) with old school house. 
(Frank Tacket) 
July 19, 1972 
8. Hueston Woods (513-523-6347) 
(a) Interviewer- Scott Thompson (College Intern) 
(b) All areas available. 
July 24, 1972 
9. Salt Fork (614-439-1826) 
(a) Interviewer- Bill Padgett (Assistant Manager) 
10. Wolf Run (614-732-5035) 
(a) Interviewer - Bob Ball (Manager); survey will be given by :1·1e 
of his rangers, Dave Carter. 
(b) No lodge. 
July 25, 1972 
11. Indian Lake (513-843-2098) (a) Interviewer- George Wiley (Assistant}; the survey will be qiven 
by Ranger Vess Bishop. 
(b) No lodge or hiking. 
12. Grand Lake St. Mary's 
(a) Interviewer - Frank Shmucker (Assistant Manager) 
(~) No lodge or hiking. 
July 26, 1972 
13. Findley (216-647-4490) 
(~) Interviewer - Jack Basnatt (Assistant Manager) 
(b)· No lodge. 
14. East Harbor (419-732-3719) (a) Interviewer - James Dages (Chief Ranger) 
(b) No lodge or hiking. 
(c) Suggestions - Drugs? 
July 27, 1972 
15. Pymatuning (216-293-6329) 
(a) Interviewer - Louis Newman (Park Manager) 
(b) Suggestions - Labor problem. 
- 3 -
16. Punderson (216-564-2279) 
(a) Interviewer- Tom Pavella (Ma·nager); survey will be given by 
his assistant, Harold Morton. 
(b) Sugges~ions - $50.00 repair bill limit ·(car with 90,000 miles, 
2 years old had to have its engine rebuilt = $500.00) 
July 28, 1972 
17. Independence Dam (419-784-3263) 
(a) Interviewer - John Ague (Assistant Manager) 
{b) No swimming or lodge area. 
(c) _Suggestions - Poor attendance at Marina. 
18. lake White (614-947-4059) 
{a) Interviewer- Bruce Gullet {Manager) 
· {b) No hiking or lodge. 
19. Adams lake (513-544-2830) 
(a) Interviewer - Ora Grooms (Manager) 
• 
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11TJroj'ile of Pari~ Users DrOwn from Interviews 
By JAl\IES BRADS IIA W 
. 01 The Dispatch Sfofl 
The average parkgoer in 
Ohio is .approaching his 
40th birthday, earns just 
over $Hi;'OOO a year and 
perhaps J11ost importantly to 
t h e Ohl.o Department of 
Natural :Resources - is a 
camper. 
That user profile was de-
t•?rmlned from 1,64 7 inter-
vlpws conducted in 19 state 
p:n·ks from July 31 through 
Au;;. ~0. 
THO:IIAS BRUNNER, a 
senior majoring in parks 
and forcstn• at Ohio State 
Unirrrsity, ·who administer-
ed the survey ,as :;t. ~ntern 
with the dep:1 'rtment, saiC. 
4!) prr cent •Jf tllo5e inter-
viewed were staying over-
night Jl\hough only 23 per 
ern' of the qucstionaires 
"erf' filled out in camping 
areas. 
"TI:e campers just pre· 
d(lJninate all through the 
survey," Brunner said. 
He .sc.id the average s.tay 
for t!1ose i1.1dicating tl1ey 
were staying at least over· 
night was fi vc days. 
TilE l~TERYIE\YS w~re 
conducted in campground 
areas, picnic areas, fishing 
2rr;1s, swimmin;; areas, hik-
in;:: tz .til:=:, lod;rcs and near 
bPa ling far iii lies, Brunner 
said. 
lie tbt·nrizcd one reason 
c;:unpcrs had such a great 
impact on the survey is that 
camprrs are more thorough 
ust?n; <,f l he p;;rks. 
A family ramping in the 
coming to swim is not apt to indicating there are areas Punderson, Buckeye Lake 
bran_ch out int~ hiking or where such facilities might Mt. Gilead, JQhn Bryan: 
INTERESTINGLY, Brun· The remainder indicated 
net' said that of those they did know. 
boatmg, he explamed. be favorably received. Wolf Run, Hueston Woods, 
Understandably, addition- Th~ pa~ks at which the Indian \Lake, East Harbor, interviewed, 71.9 per cent , 
al camping sites led the list questwnnrures were com- Hocking Hills, Cowan Lake !'d th h d 'd h wrongway off, Brunner 
"But half of those were 
of facilities most often rec· pleted were Pymatuning, Adams Lake, Lake White' sal ey a no 1 ea ow commented. !He said the 
ommended by those inter- Rocky Fork, Grand Lake St. Findley and ln!dependenc~ many park :facilities the state currently operates 62 
viewed. Mary's, Delaware, Salt Fork, Dam. state operates. park :facilities. 
Brunner said 22 per cent · - -----------• 
.;1;: 
recommended more total 
camping sites with power 
outlets and sanitary facili-
ties and an additional 4.9 
per cent asked for more 
"primitive" sites without 
utilities. 
other requests were :for 
more beaches, 15.9 per cent; 
boat facUities, 10.5 per cent 
and shelter houses and pic-
nic areas, 10 per cent 
DESPITE THE mecha-
niztd influence of campers 
and boaters, a majority op-
posed facilities for additkm· 
al recreational vehicles. 
Brunner said 53.6 per 
cent opposed including fa· 
cilities for vehicles such as 
snowmolliles or minibikes 
while 27.1 per cent favored 
such facilities and 14.3 pe.r 
cent. were undecided. 
However, Brunner said 
even that interest in such 
services showed an in· 
creased desire for the use 
of recreational vehicles. 
"TEN YEARS 1\GO, there 
was no desire for recrea-
tional v e hi c 1 e s in the 
parks," Brunner said. 
He saLd the response also 
varied from site to site, 
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COLU::\IBGS - Midale 
Income fami]!ies· 'earn:ng 
a b ~ u t $10,000 a year 
wit-h a p e n c h a n t for 
campi·n.g o ·U t consUtute 
25% of visitors to Ohio's 
state parks, a survey re-
veals. 
ty ~~esJn;;en~~~·invf~ro~~ ,;;;.;;;;;:;:;;;;;;::::::;;;=;;;;;=;;;;;~jii-iii·-········•••iiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiii_iiii_iiii_iiii_iiii_liiiliilii-iiii"liiiliiill• 
was camping (25.4%), fol-
lowed by swimming (23.9), 
fishing (16.4}, picknick-
ing (12.4), motor boating 
(8.5) •·just plain relax-
ing" (7 .4) and trail hiking '1 
(6). t 
Thomas H. Brunner, 
21, formerly of La k e-
wood, conducted the sur-
vey for the Ohio Natural 
Resources Department 
unde·r a six-month intern-
ship. He is a senior at 
Ohio S t a t e University 
majoring in parks and 
recreation. 
Other· activities in de-
cr·easing ord~r of imp~rt­
ance, the s u r v e y re-
vea~ed, were nature ob-
senation, sightseeing, 
water skiing, games ~r 
team sports, bicycling, ! 
row b o a t i n g, sailing, 
ea·nooing and s u n b a-
t·hing, Brunner surveyed visi-
too-s during a three-week 
p e 11' i o d thlis summe:r, The average head oi a 
quecyi·ng 1647 persons at fami1y group visiting the 
19 91:'lllte parks and indi- pa•rks is 39, eams $10,-
oat,e::l camping cootinues o:ro a y e a r, attended 
to increase as a major school for 12.7 years and 
pau:k aetivity. ·' heads a family of fou.r. 
.. ... . . 
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i Who uses Ohio's state · 
. parks? 
Jltfiddle income families 
: who like to camp out and 
swim, according to a survey 
. just completed for the De-
partment of Natural Re-
' sources by Thomas Brun-
ner, an Ohio State Universi-
ty .student working as an 
i intern with the state. 
I BRL'XXER'S SURVEY ! w as conducted. during a 
· three-week period of the 
summer. . 
About one third of the 
persons using fishing, swim· 
ming or picnicltJng facilities 
at the parks were campers, • 
Brunner learned, which in· 1 
~cated .a growing interest 1 
m campmg, based upon sur- 1 
veys conducted in 1958, 1963
1 I and 1970. CAMPING AND swim· , 
. ming were t11e kading activ-
l it i e s of those sampled. 
Brunner found that the av· 
e~~g~ bead, of a family 
V1s1tmg a SLate park is 39 
years old and has a family 
of four. 
This average visitor, 
Brunner lcarm:d, ::.ttended 
school for 12.7 ~·ears, and has 
an income of fl0.C5G :t yc::r. 
About 87. per cent of lho3e 
surveyed had [;::mily incomes 
ranging from $3000 to 
$16,000, and almost 90 p2r 
cent were Ohioans. 
Slightly more ti1an half 
thought parks should be 
financed by stat~ taxes, 
with about 23 per cent 
favoring a daily admission 
charge-. 
( 2.) 
( 4,15,21.) 
Groups 
~. Family with children 
B. Two families with children 
3. Group of friends 
d._ Couple 
6. One person only 
b. Organized group (club, team, etc.) 
Activites 
1. bicycling 
2. bird watching 
3. boating (motor) 
4. camping 
5. canoeing 
6. fishing (bank) 
7. fishing (he~t:) 
8. games 01' team sports 
9. guided tours 
10. horsebac:: 
11. hunting 
12. jogging 
13. just pla .. :- relaxing 
14. motor-c;ding 
15. nature C'"':>ervation 
( 10. ) Occupation 
1. armed forces 
2. artist or writer 
3. accountant 
4. bricklay..:r 
5. businessman (executive or other) 
6. carpenter 
7. chauffeu,· 
8. construction worker 
9. dentist 
10. draftsman 
11. doctor 
23. teacher 
~ 
(13 .) 
1. Often 
2. Occassiona11y 
3. Rarely 
4. Never 
16. photography 
17. picnicking 
18. pleasure driving 
19. rowboating 
20. sailing 
21. sightweeing 
22. skin-diving 
23. snowmobiling 
24. swimming 
25. . subbathing 
26. trail- hiking 
27. visiting nature centers 
28. wading 
29. walking 
3 0. water skiiing 
12. engineer 
13. farmer 
14. lawyer 
15. mechanic (of any kind) 
16. musician .. 
17. newspaper (or connected) 
18. Police or security work 
19. politician 
20. piibt 
21. salesman 
22. secretary 
"' . . ... 
( 14.) 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
wanted to get out of the city 
more scenic and beautiful 
better facilities 
less expensive 
nicer pet.:ple (employees) 
more organized and well run 
other 
(18.) 1. too high 
(22) 
{ 26.) 
(:<5.) 
2. too low 
3. alright (fair) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
1. 
2. 
~. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
lack of free time 
lack of money 
too far 
too. crowded 
not interested in attending more often 
cabin 
lodge ~)Om 
mini-r .1. )tor home 
motor home 
pickup camper 
tent 
traile:r 
other 
/ Ca_.·~/=~-~CJ ~ ( ~) :2.~-~1~~( 
3.~~ 
tj ~ 
o.~··~~~ 
t. 
~ 
3. 
" 
{ 
,, 
.. 
ADA 
AKROt, ---------------
ALL I t>NC[-----------
..... -- --· ~-·~ "''··v~r\:.....: r-·------.~ .... _, ··--
AHHERST ----------~-
BARbERTON ----------
BARNESVILLE --------
BAY ----------------
BEACHVOOD ----------
llE::>F"ORO • -· ,-----
BEDFORD HEIG~TS ----
BELLAIRE------------
BELLEFONTAINE ------
BELLEVUE------------
BELLEVUE------------
BELPRE--------------
BEREA --------------BEXLEY--------------
BLANCHESTER --------
BLUE ASH-----------
BLUFFTON----------
BOWLING GREEN ------
BRECKSVILLE --------
BRIOGE?ORT----------
8ROADVI!W HEIGHTS --
DROO:<. PAfl:<---------
BROO~LY~-----------­
BROOKV!LLE----------
BR u.'l SW r CK ----------
BRYAN --------------
BUCYRUS ------------
CAD I l ---------------
CA~B~!DGE -----~---­
CAMPBELL------------
CA~FI~LD------------
8"rATt: COUNTY 
34 65 
34 153 
3<, 151 
;!'+ VOl 
"" 093 
34 153 
34 013 
34 0.35 
Jl, 035 
3~ 035 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
3l• 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
3l~ 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34-
035 
013 
091 
141· 
077 
167 
035 
049 
027 
061 
003 
1 73 
035 
013 
035 
0.35 
0 3~ 
113 
103 
171 
033 
067" 
059 
0':19 
09•1 
CANTON-------------- 34 1Sl 
CAREY -------------- 34 175 
CARPOLCrO:tt----,------- "'·4 Gl:J 
CEL If';;.\-.. ----·~·--------· 34 10i' 
c:.\t :--c~·i! t t r J'~ ! 1} 
Cr'.:.~-HJ;Jt~ ~--·-----·- J"';. ~~~:· 
CHEVIOr -----------·- ~,~ 0~! 
(~ILLfCOTH~ -------- 34 141. 
(ft·;C!tJNATI ----------· 3:+ C.')l 
CIRCLEVIL[Z --------
CLfVELAN~ ----------
Cl~VEL~NO HEICHTS --
CLYDE -----------·---
COII.L GROvE·---------·--
COLD';!,\ T E:'-1 ------·- -"-·-
CGL~~SIA~lA----·-·----­
C OLUNBLIS---------- -- -· 
co:,ittEAUT ~ ... - -·--- --·-·---
COSHr>C I'CN -----------·-
H 
34 
34 
31~ 
34 
34 
!.?9 • 
03~ 
03:, 
11,3 
0~7 
1 o·r 
029 
0149 
G07 
03! 
CRESil H;E: --------·--- 31. 033 
CQnOKSVllt[ -------- 34 !21 
Cl_;y:,;,o::;A h\'.LS--------- 3'• 151 
DAYTOH-------------- 34 113 
DEER PARK ---------- 34 Uo1 
DEFIANCE------------ 34 039• 
DCLA~~RE------------ 34 O~t 
OELt-·dD~ ------------ J'• 101 
DEt.PnGS -----~~------ Jq ('P)J 
Dt:r:~!: SCJI\i------------- Jit 157 
Hr:w 
etTV 
" cooe:: 
0010 
0020 
"030 
0050 
0110 
0!2() 
0130 
0140 
0!'50 
I 
!0160 
1)170 
OHlO 
'0190 
!0190 
' !ozoo 
:o21 o 
0220 
0230 
-0240 
0250 
0260· 
0270 
0230 
0?.90 
0300 
0310 
0320 
0330 
O.J40 
0350 
0;)60 
0370 
0380 
0390 
0400 
0410 
042') 
04oJ 
fliT 70 
{Jl.,fl ~J 
'Q!c.')() 
iosco 
I 0510 
los2o 
10!)30 
fo-540 
' :ossa 
: 0560 
057(' 
0580 
'0590 
0600 
0610 
'0620 
0630 
061•0 
C650 
0660 
oc. ·:o 
0670 
Ob&O' 
CITIES 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
69 
ASHL! .. ;:J ------------ 34 005 
AShf ·ULA ---------- ]4 007 
ATH~\~-------------- 34 009 
.~t)~{t~?"!~--------------- 34 133 
AVO~ LAK£ ---------- 34 OY3 
DOVE~ -------------- 34 157 
F~ST AS~T-8ULA------ 34 007 
EAST CLEVELA"D------ 34 035 
EAST LIVE~POOL------ J4 ~~9. 
fASr PAtESTihE------ 34 029 
EASTLA(E------------
EATON --------------
EL~~OOD PL~CE ------
ELYRIA--------------
EUCLtD--------------
FAIR60RN------------
FAIRFIELD ----------
FAIRPORT------------
FAIRVIEW PARK ------
FINDLAY ------------
FOSTORIA----------
FOSTORIA------------
FRANKLIN------------
FRf:MONT ·----------
GA>'ANNA -------------
GAliON--------------
GALLIPOLIS-------~-­
GJP~IELD HEIG~TS----
GE f· :v--\--------------
GfC~GETOWN----------
G rMANTO~M---------­
Gl~SnMS~~G---------­
GIR~RD-------------­
G~E!!DALE-----------­
G IL F 1-1.\li•:JR----------
]4 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
)l> 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
,34 
0~5 
135 
061 
093 
035 
057 
017 
085 
035 
063-
063 
147 
165 
143 
049 
033 
053. 
CT35 
007 
015 
113 
143 
155 
Ool 
061 
G;PNOV!E~ HEIGHT~-- 34 049 
G· I NVfLLE ---------- 3~ OC9 
G"iEt~F:flD-------··-··- )4 L7l 
G?.CErr·tiL!.<"~--- ... ·-·---· .... --- 34 061 
.:: <::: c-~ )_P-1 t L~-~- ·--~--------- 3:~. 0 J 7 t 
fjR.O·i::··-~:: r /:.__ ~-- · -·---~- ::t_. n.:·.~ (-!A,',..,rT -rt'f, .. , ___ ,_,., _____ .. ______ Jf.:. c1 t. 
'-I.T:? l S'>l•---·-·-- ------- J'- 'J,) ~ 
HiCKSVtllf.---------"'--::t-• 34 03':1 
H1GHLMl(J HEIGHTS---- 34 071 
H I.LIAR\1--·----------
t:: LLS80K0 -----------
H!Jrl3ARD ------------
HURON --------------
1 d•EPENDENCE--------
INDIAN HILL --------
IRONTON ------------
JACKSO~ ------------
JEf-~fEt-~sort -------·---
JOHNS i'O'.ii~ ---·------·-
34 
34 
- 34 
34 
3ft 
01>9 
071' 
155 
043 
OJS 
0&1 
or:n 
07? 
007 
OS9 
KENT·-------·--------- 34 l::J::J 
KENTON-------------- 34 065 
KETTERI~G ---------- 34 113 
LAKEM02E------------ 3~ 153 
LAKEVILLE ---------- 34 007 
LAK[~~OD-----------­
LANCAST~R ---------~ 
L-EOANGN ------------
LEETO,'Il ,\------------
L J HA-----·----·-------
34 OJ5 
)t., 01+5 
3'· 165 
J4 on 
J4 003 
CJTY 
COUE: 
0060 
0070 
o< .;o 
o ·o 
0 )0 
Uo'IO 
0700 U" 
0710 
0720 
0730 
0740 
0750 
0760 
0770 
0780 
0790 
0600 
0810 
0820 
01:130 
oa~.o 
081.0 
0850 
0860 
0870 
0880 
0890 
U9CO 
09l0 
:0920 
0930 
0!)40 
0950 
0960 
0970 
0950 
0990 
1000 
10 ), J 
lO::'J 
* 
* 
* 
!·:tso "* 
l 0~·1 
1070 ... 
'1oeo * 
·1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
. / 
1130/· 
'111.0 
11 ~~o. 
lltA. • 
1170 .. 
1160 
1190 
1:>00 
1210 ·< 
1220 
j,230 
l21dj 
12~0 
L'M 
1210 
.. 
LINCOLN Hf:lGHrS 
UNCOLN HEIGHT5 
L!SOON--------------
LOCKLAh~------------
LOGAN --------------
LONDON--------------
LORAIN--------------
LOUDONVILLE --------
lOUISVILLE----------
LOVELAND------------
LYNDHURST ----------
MADEIRA ------------
MANSFIELD ----------
MANSFIELD SOUTHEAST 
MAPLE HEIGHTS ------
STATE COUNTY 
3 1• 061 
34 139 
34 029 
34 061 
34 073 
34 097f 
34 093 
34 oos 
34 l~l 
34 025 
34 035 
34 061 
34 139 
34 139 
34 035 
MARIEMONT ---------- 34 
MARIETTA------------ 34 
MARION-------------- 34 
MARTINS FERRY ------ 34 
MA~YSVILLE---------- 34 
061 
167 
101 
013 
159 
MASON -------------- 34 
~ASSILLON ---------- 34 
MASURY-------------- 34 
MAUMEE-------------- 34 
MAYFIELD------------ 3~ 
MAYFlELD HEIGHTS---- 34 
MC OOK.ALD --------- 34 
MEDINA-------------- 34 
MENTOR-------------- 34 
MENTO~ CN THE LAKE V 34 
165 
151 
155 
095 
017 
035 
155 
103 
OB!'> 
oss 
HIAMIS5URG---------- 34 113 
HI00L~BC~G HE!GHTS-- 34 035 
M!C~LEPC2J---------- 34 105 
MID~L[T~~fl---~------ 34 Jll 
~&Lf~~~ ------------ Jl 825 
~ILLE~SBURG --------
M&~ERVA ----·--·------
1"4 t NGO .. i•J~i C T I ON------
~OG.~C :''1. E ··----·-------
1-\0NTGC•"E·~Y---------
4 l>lON~?EL.IE~-:---------­MOUNT GILt~D-------­NOUNi HEAL TRY ------MOU~T VEPNON--------
t..APOLEO~i··------··-·---
07? .. 
131 
031 
1?3 
061 
31. 171 
34 11:! ... 
31. 0&1 
34 083~ 
34 .069 
1-fEL.SO.'t\'l LLE -------- 34" 009 
UEW BOSJON---------- 34 145 
NEW CAkLiSLE-------- 34 023 
tif.W LC:XlNGTON ------ 34 12P 
NEW PHILADELPHIA---- 34 157· 
flEW R: CH~~J'I::>-------- 34 02~ 
~EWARK-------------- 34 039 
NEWOURGH HEIGHTS---- 34 035 
'NEWCO~ERSTO~'I ------ !4 157 
NEWTON FALLS-------- 34 155 
NILES -------------- 34 155 
~ORiH EALr!MORE ---- 34 173 
NOi!l<f (Ai1iO,':-------- 34 1~>1 
t>:ORTH (I')LLCGE !!ILL-- :.'11+ 061 
NO~Th OLMSTED ------ 34 .035 
CITIES (coNTINUED) 
NEW 
CITY' 
coot: 
1280 
1280 u• 
1290 
1300 
1'310 
1 '320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1360 • 
:1'370 
1360 
1390 
1400 u• 
1410 
1420 
'1430 
1440 
1 l•5 0 
1460 
NORTH ROYALTON------
NORWALK ------------
NORWOOD ------------
OAK HARBOR----------
OAKWOOD ------------
STATE COUNTY 
34 035 
34 077 
34 061 
3'• 123 
34 035 
OAKWOOD ------------ 34 113 
OBERLIN------------ 34 093 
ONEIDA ROLLING MILL 34 017 
ONTARIO ~----------- 34 139 
OREGON-------------- 34 095 
ORRVILLE------------ 34 169 
OTTAWA-------------- 34 137 
OTTAWA HILLS-------- 34 095 
OXFORD-------------- 34 017 
PAINESVILLE -------- 34 085 
PARMA --------------
PAR~A HEIGHTS ------
PAULDING------------
PEPPER PIKE --------
PERRYSBURG----------
34 035 
34 035 
3C• 125' 
3C• 035 
34 173 
I 
<1470 * 
11480 
:1490 U* ii 500 
11510 IJ* 
PIQUA --------------
POLAND-~ -----------
34 109-
34 099 
! 1520 
'1530 * 
1540 
'1550 .. 
1560 * 
1570 
1:.;so • 
1590 
'1600 
l61S ~ 
lb20 
16~1() 
l6l•O 
1650 
1o60 
POMEROY ·----------
PORT CLI iON--------
PORTSI~OU r!!----------
RAVENNA------------
READING ··-----------
REYNOLDSCJRG--------
RICHMONr ~ElGHTS---­
R l TTMAN •· ·----------
34 105 
34 12:3 
34 145 
34 133 
34 061 
34 049 
34 1q 
34 169 
ROCKY R.V~~ -------- 34 035 
ROSI:DALE-·---------- 34 139 
ROSS~ORD------------ 34 173 
SALEM -------------- 34 029 
SANG~SKY SO~JTH------
.:;;:o~ r .-.;G ~--~---------- .. ~ 
SEVE~·, i!; _LS --------
SHADYSID2 ----------
SHAKER HEIGHYS------
34 
on 
0 35 
'1670 
1680 
1690 
,1700 
;1710 
SHARON : :sr --------
* SHARONVa' ~E --------
SHEFFIELD LAKE------
/~HELBY-------------­
,/ SIDNEY---·----------
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
155 
061 
093 
139 
149 
!1720 
:1730 
1740 ~ 
.1750 
1760 
'1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1010 
1620 
1630 
1840 
1650 
1860 
.70 
SILVER LAKE --------
SILVERTON ----------
SOLO,·; --------------
SOUTH EUCLID--------
SOUTH LEdANON ------
1!>3 
0()! 
OJS 
cus 
165 
SPRINGDALE---------- 34 061 
SP~l~GFJELD -------- 34 023 
ST BERNARD---------- 34 061 
ST CLAIRSVILLE------ 34 013 
ST MARYS------------ 34 011 
STFli3C:~iY! LLE-------- 34 081 
STO~---------------- 34 153 
SIROI'iCS•1 i LtE-------- 3'+ 035 
STRUTHEf(S -··---·----- 34 09<J 
~YLVAMlP------------ 34 095 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 * 
1910 • 
1910 • 
1920 
1930 u• 
1940 • 
1950 * 
i 
1960 
1970 
1980 • 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
.2030 
2040 
;2o5o 
i 
12060 
.2070 
'2060 
j2090 
!2100 
! 
2110 
2120 
,2i30 
'2140 
2150 
·2160 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
21 -ro u• 
2180 
2l9(i 
2220 
?210 4 
;_·z 4·J 
2250 
'2260 u 
2270 * 
; 2280 I! 
2290 
2300 
·2::110 
2320 
23JC 
2340 
2350 
* 
* 
2360 * 
2370 
2360 
2390 
21,00 
2410 
2420 .. 
2:.3o 
24'· () £<.so ,. 
" 
.. 
.. 
OH~O 
·CITIES (cm<·rwoEtt) 
.. 
NEW MEW 
CITY CITY 
STATE COUNTY c:ooe:; ST~T£ COUNTY CODE 
TALLMADGE 
----------
34 153 2460 '""ESTERV! LLE 
--------
34 049 2760 
TIFFIN-------------- 34 147 2470 WESTLAKE------------ 34 035 2770 
T!PP CITY 
----------
34 109 2480 WHEELERSBUR,-------- 34 145 2780 U* 
TOLEDO-------------- 34 095 2490 WH I TE'HALL 
----------
34 049 2790 
TORONTO 
------------
34 081 2500 WICKLIFFE 
----------
34 085 2800 
TRENTON 
------------
34 017 2510 • WILLARD 
------------
34 077 2810 
TROTWOOD------------ 34 113 2520 * WILLOUGHBY---------- 34 065 2820 
TROY---------------- . 34 109 2530 WILLOUGHBY HILLS---- 34 085 2830 
* TWINSBURG 
----------
34 153 2540 • WILLOWICK 
----------
34 085 2840 
UHRICHSVILLE-------- 34 157 2550 WILMINGTON---------- 34 027 ~850 
UNIVERSITY HE lGHTS~-, 34 035 2560 WINDHAM 
------------
34 133 2800 
UPPER ARLINGTON 
----
34 049 2570 WINTERSVILLE-------- 34 081 2870 * UPPER SANDUS~Y--.---- 34 175 2580 WlTHAMSVlLLE-------- .34 061 2880 u• 
URBANA-------------- 34 021 2590 ~OCDLAW~------------ 34 061 2890 * VAN WERT------------ 34 161 2600 WOOOSFl~LD---------- 34 111, 2900 
* 
VANDALIA------------ 34 113 2610 • WOOSTER 
------------
34 169 '2910 
VERMILION 
----------
34 043 2620 
* 
\oiORTHINGTON 
--------
34 049 2920 
WADStiORTH 
----------
34 103 2630 WYOMING 
---------- 34 061 -2930 
W;\PAKONETA-------- 34 011 2640 XEN lf, 
---·----------- 34 057 2940 
WARREN-------------- 34 155 2650 YELLOW S?RlNGS------ 34 057 2950 
WARRENSVILLE HEIGHTS 34 035 2660 YOUN~STOWN---------- 34 099 2960 WASHINGTON---------- 34 047 2670 Z ANl ; VILLE---------- 34 119 2970 WAUSEON 
------------
34 051• 2680 
WAVERLY 
------------
34 131 2690 
* WELLINGTON--------- 34 093 2700 
WELLSTON------------ 3'• 079 2710 
W:OLLSVILLE---------- 34 029 2720 
WEST CARROLL iON 
----
34 113 2730 
'ri~ST ,\,;! L TON 
--------
34 109 2740 
* WEST PORTSMOUTH 
----
34 145 2750 u 
71 
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